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GLOBAL STUDBOOK SEARCH TOOL 

 
This Global Resource allows you to search for Studbooks using various filters. Only Studbooks 
currently managed in ZIMS for Studbooks will be found. 
 

Contact support@Species360.org  
 
As for all ZIMS functionality, you must have access to this Tool through your Role. If you are a 
Studbook Keeper, this access may be assigned by your Regional Association for regional studbooks or 
by your Studbook Admin for institutional studbooks.  
 

 
 
 

• To search for Studbooks, go to Start > Global Resources > Animal Management/Husbandry > 
Global Studbook Search Tool or Start > Studbooks > Global Studbook Search Tool.  

• It can also be assigned by your Local Admin > Studbook module > Global Studbook Search 
Tool.  

 
The Tool opens to a search filters grid and three graphs, one for Taxonomy, one for Scope and one for 
IUCN Status. The total number of studbooks is displayed at the top. To view a list of all Studbooks, 
select View List to the right of the number of Studbooks or run a Search with no filters.  
 
 
To limit the search, use the filters. 
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1.Taxonomy search will 

autocomplete with partial matches. It 

will include obsolete taxonomy and 

include taxonomy below is the 

default but can be unchecked. You 

can search by common or scientific 

name. 

2.Taxonomy Held By will provide a 

list of all species in your collection, 

or another institution’s collection, 

that have studbooks. This does not 

mean that your animal is recorded in 

the studbook. To limit to your region, 

add the Scope option. 

3.Scope search will search by 

institution or association. Only 

associations/institutions that manage 

studbooks will display. 

4.User Assigned by Name will search 

by first or last name, or both, with 

possible matches displaying as you 

type. User Assigned by Institution 

will search for all studbooks that are 

managed by that Institution. 

5.User Title will search by the 

various studbook assignment titles. 

6.IUCN Status allows you to filter by 

a single status. 

7.You can Reset the filters, select to 

view the graphs or select to run a 

search from the bottom buttons. 
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1.We searched for all studbooks managed by PAAZA. 
2.The filters selected and the total number of Studbooks using the filter will display at the top. You 
can also switch to the graphs by selecting View Graphs. You can export the list to Excel or pdf. 
3.Studbook Name displays the name as defined by the Regional Association or Institution. 
4.Studbook Keeper displays the full name of the user with the title Studbook Keeper. If there is more 
than one Studbook Keeper a (+# more) will display. 
5.Studbook Keeper Email displays the Email of the Studbook Keeper listed as the Studbook Keeper. 
6.Studbook Keeper Institution display’s the Studbook Keeper’s Institution. 
7.Scope displays the association if the studbook is managed by a Regional Association or the 
institution if the studbook is managed by an institution.  
8.Living Animals displays the current number of living animals in the Studbook split by sex type (i.e. 
Total.Male.Female.Undetermined). If there are changes recorded in the studbook when this report is 
open, they may not be reflected in this count. 
9.The number of current holding institutions displays. 
10.IUCN Status displays the status of the species. 
All columns can be sorted in ascending or descending order. 
 

 
The Studbook Name is a hyperlink into a snapshot of the 
Studbook. This is where you can see all the people 
assigned to the Studbook such as the second Studbook 
Keeper and Species Coordinator assigned in this 
Studbook. If they are marked as a global contact by their 
institution, their Email will display and is a hyperlink to 
send them a message. 
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In the graphs, hovering over any of the pie pieces will display a total count included.  
 

 
Left clicking on a Taxonomy, Scope or Status will grey them out and remove them from view.  
 

 
The graphs can be printed or downloaded using the hamburger icon. 
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Hovering over the User Title will display the number of people with this title. Clicking the bar will 
open a results grid where the Studbook Name is a hyperlink to the details. 
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